HAYAGRIVA: 0 KUMBHA SAMBHAVA!
CAN
"WHAT THE MIND CANNOT REACH, HOW CAN THE SPEECH ACCOMPLISH?
This is a proverb prononuced by many of yore; it is the nature of things. Listen!! do
not speak from partiality, nor friendship, nor delusion, 0 Thou Treasure-house of
austerity! With Kalpa- Taru,for a pen to write with, the seven oceans as a mighty
vessel of ink, the entire Earth as paper to write on, and given a time equiavalent to
many celestial years, and if all the inhabitants of all the Lokas were given a crore of
hands each, and made equal unto Brihaspati in wisdom and capacity, even then,
they will not be able to complete the description of one thousandth part of the
greatness of a single Toe on Sri Devi Lalita's Foot. That being the case, all speech
is indeed powerless in praising Her Qualities.
Surrounding the Bindu on all four sides, there is a curtain resplendant, shining
like peacock feathers;and representing the great veil of Illusion.
Above Sri Devi (& Kameswara) is a dome of such exquisite beauty and celestial
workmanship, of the lustre of carmelion, the like of which cannot be seen anywhere
else in the three worlds. When the mind itself is unable to grasp its auspicious
magnificence, how can words be strung together to describe the same!
Thus, for the purpose of slaying the Mahadaitya Bhandasura, was born Sri Devi
Lalitamba from the Chidagni flames of Maha Shambhu. Having completely destroyed
Bhandasura with all his relatives and subjects and armies, without any residue
whatever, Sri Devi resides in this Sri Nagara consisting of sixteen kshetras
constructed by celestial architects for the welfare of the three worlds.
Innumerable Sri Nagaras of similer glory.invisible to mortal eyes, Sri Devi Lalita
brings into existence in all places, wherever and whenever Sri Devi's devotees call
upon her Name for satisfying their desires day by day for creating unlimited
opportunities to them and for protecting them from all harm.
He who hears, reads, writes, recites, imagines or meditates on the glory of Sri
Nagara beginning with the outer enclosure filled with great gardens of all varieties
of trees and plants of all seasons, shall obtain his heart's desires even unto liberation
from all bonds.
WHOSOEVER constructs a model of Sri Nagara, with all its many prakaras and
enclosures and dedicates it to Sri Devi Lalita, shall indeed become a Jivanmukta.
So saying Sri Hayagriva remained silent for a while with eyes half-closed in ecstasy.
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